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 1  Overview and Background

 2  Purpose  

 3  Creativity and Differentiation of the Festival Programs 

■ BEST NEW EVENT  <Great City>

▣ Introduction  

- Energy of the city of Ansan, created in the harmony of artistic 

‘action movements.’ It offers a chance to open a channel for 

people to communicate with the city they are living in, in street art 

programs such as community dance programs and installation art. 

- Anyone can be a street artist regardless of nationality, age, and 

gender, engaging in the festival even from the festival preparation 

stage.  

- Development of large-scale street art contents that a city can be 

integrated with.  

- Through international exchange, it aims to strengthen the foundation 

for creation for the festival as well as artistic creativity of local 

artists. 

- <Le Grand Continental> is a large-scale dance performance with 

160 local residents, practicing for 10 weeks, and it creates a 

spectacular scene that reflects the sounds of the people and city. 
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 4  Number of Qualified Customers/Participants  

 5  Program Budget   

 6  Reflection of a Festival Theme on Festival Programs

- <The People’s Tower> is a project in which people create a large 

construction by building up boxes. It allows people of engaging in 

artistic performance, rather than staying as just pedestrians. 

- In the previous festivals, closing programs were usually large-scale 

invitational programs, but in this time, the festival of this year 

concludes with this program that people create with their own 

hands, in turn giving a chance to ruminate a value of cooperation. 

- This program includes people who have been excluded from the 

creation of art programs and stayed as obstetricians and tells stories 

of people.   

- <Grand Continental> Participant: 160 local residents as dancers, 

Visitor: Approximately 10,000 

- <The People’s Tower> Participant: Approximately 8,000, Visitor: 

Approximately 300,000

- ＄105,050,000,000

- 100%
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 7  Program Hours 

 8  Program Participant 

- During the Festival : 11 hours

- Preliminary Workshop: 49 hours  

- <Le Grand Continental> - Sylvain Emard Dance 

Passion of a great city is portrayed by 160 amateur dancers with 

great passion for dance.  

<Le Grand Continental> is a large-scale community dance project, 

created by Sylvan Emard,  with 160 amateur volunteer dancers 

with deep passion for dance, rather than professional dancers.   

This unique show, combining elements of line dancing with 

contemporary dance, creates a great spectacle, offers a new way of 

communication of dance, and returns public space to people. IT has 

been acclaimed by more than 65,000 people in New York City, 

Boston, Philadelphia, Montreal, and Mexico City and it is 

performed first time in Asia at Ansan Street Arts Festival.  

  Sylvain Emard, well known for the sophisticated and detailed 

choreography, founded the dance company in 1982 and has 

presented sensual repertoires throughout the world. His dance 

explores the territory of human nature through the power of the 

body making works that are evocative and introspective, beyond the 

boundaries of artistic genres. Sylvain Emard has distinguished 
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himself with his artistic collaborations with Robert Lepage at ‘La 

Scala in Milan (2008)’, directed by Robert Lepage, and Lorin 

Maazel at opera ‘1983’. <Le Grand Continental> has different 

charms than the previous dance programs of Sylvan Emard Dance 

Company. 

- Olivier Grossetete: <The People’ Tower> : 

  Ordinary people come together to help build a fantastical and 

temporary tower. People participating in <The People’s Tower> 

gather together at the agreed time and place and create a fantastical 

and epic, but temporary construction. It is just like a dream that 

you had once when you were young. This temporary building is 

constructed only with the hands of people. Anyone can join. This 

special construction, built up by efforts and cooperation of people, 

create a special scenary in this space of festival. 

※ Workshop: 4.28(Tuesday) 15:00, 18:30 / 4.29(Wednesday) 15:00, 

18:30 / 4.30(Thursday) 15:00. 18:30

  - For Detailed Information : goo.gl/sIS3Rb

※ Construction: 5.1(Friday) 14:00~18:00 / 5.2(Saturday) 13:00~18:00

  - Anyone can join the construction without any application. 

※ Completion Ceremony: 5.2(Saturday) 18:00~18:30 

※ Ceremonial Demolition: 5.3(Sunday) 20:00~20:30

   Olivier Grossetete, a renowned visual artist from Marseilles, 

France. He uses cartons, cardboard boxes and office rubbish to 

portray the world of fantasy and dream. Through an collage of 

poetic images of cartons and cardboard boxes, he tries to create a 

gargantuan temporary structure in <The People’s Tower>. 
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 9   Overall Effect/ Program’s Success

- It reveals the effectiveness of a community art in terms of 

participation. 

- It truly reveals how to promote the participation of people, while 

creating passion in them. 

- Create and offer a new energy to a city by creating a fantastic, 

epic and temporary structure. 

- Bring back the vitality of Ansan, which has been severly suffered 

from the Sewol Ferry Accident.   
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 1  Printout

▣ Attachment 

1) Printout 

- <Le Grand Continental> Recruiment Advertisement: 

http://www.ansanfest.com/_kr/community/notice_view.asp?IPAGE=2&I

DX=140&NUM=95

- <The People’s Tower> Recruitment Advertisement: 

http://www.ansanfest.com/_kr/community/programJoin_view.asp?IPAG

E=1&IDX=5&NUM=3
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2) Promotion and Advertisement Data (Possible to use a photo instead) 

- Electronic Board 

 

- Printout for Promotion 

3) Information provided to participants 
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4) Program Photo 
- Sylvain Emard Dance: <Le Grand Continental> 
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 Olivier Grossetete: <The People’ Tower>
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5) Quantitative and Official Data (Evaluation and Assessment Data)  

- Expert Evaluation: It was spectacle. It reveals the effectiveness of a 

community art in terms of participation and truly shows how to 

promote the participation of people, while creating passion in them. 


